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Here comes your new 
CARLSEN Foreign Rights List! 

Daniela Steiner | daniela.steiner@carlsen.de
Africa, Baltic countries, Benelux, English-speaking countries, 
France, Poland, Scandinavia

Sylvia Schuster | sylvia.schuster@carlsen.de
Arabic-speaking countries, Asia, Denmark, Eastern & Middle 
Europe, Iceland, India, Israel, Italy, Portuguese-speaking coun-
tries, Russia, Spanish-speaking countries, Turkey, Ukraine

First of all: You have been making so many of our books travel 
since the last catalogue appeared!  A sincere, huge and happy 
THANK YOU to all of you!

The time is ripe to present our backlist recom-
mendations. Discover them from page 44 on. 
Two books on the backlist are Que Du Luu’s 
IN THE YEAR OF THE MONKEY and Tamara 
Bach’s FOURTEEN. Both are on 2017’s White 
Raven’s List and are nominated for a couple 
of literature awards.

Of course there are a lot of new entries this year as well: 
We are launching several middle grade series and
many YA novels. In addition, our Conni will be looking 
a bit different from this year on. We like her even 
better now!

We look forward to hearing from you and meeting you at the 
Frankfurt & Bologna Book Fair and many more fairs to come.

Best wishes 
Daniela Steiner and Sylvia Schuster
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Adventures for
little ones 

ADVENTURES AT THE 
GUINEA PIG HOTEL
by Anna Lott
4c illustrations 
by Susanne Göhlich
112 pages 

 țCute illustrations and lots 
of funny characters –
guaranteed reading fun 
for fi rst readers 

 țChildren learn a lot about 
animal care 

The guinea pigs enjoy a luxurious stay at 
the guinea pig hotel while their owners 
are on holiday as well: 24/7 cucumber ice 
cream and freshly made beds of hay. 
But fi nally, they all want to return home!
Exactly at this point, the adventure starts! 

AGE

 6+
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FICTION & SERIES FOR FIRST READERS 
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Reading Fun for the 
whole Family

Magical Holiday 
Adventures 

Sharing a Secret with 
the cutest Pony ever! 

Reading Fun for Boys

 ț2nd volume to be published in Spring 2018

 țCaring story for younger and older siblings

 țA hilarious story to read aloud

 țTurbulent 
adventures 
around a 
gang of boys

WELCOME TO 
THE BEETLE GRILL
by Constanze Sprengler
4c illustrations
112 pages

The Beetle Grill 
is the popular 
meeting point of 
all insects in the 
forest. This book 
revives the small 
world of the very 
small-ones.

 țHeike Herold won the 
Troisdorf Picture Book 
Award in 2016

ISI & JIN – 
HOLIDAY WITH GENIE
by Miriam Mann
b/w iillustrations 
by Heike Herold
144 pages

Anni has a secret: in the forest 
a wild horse called Ponyheart 
is waiting for her. Together 
they'll ride like the wind!

PONYHEART vol. 9 & 10
by Usch Luhn
b/w illustrations 
by Franziska Harvey
128 pages

THE FIRECRACKER 
GANG SERIES (vol. 2)
by Sandra Grimm
b/w illustrations
by Meike Haberstock
96 pages

More books by Miriam Mann on page 46

Find the other volumes on page 44 Find volume 1 on page 45

AGE

 6+

AGE

 7+
AGE

 7+

AGE

 6+

More than 

180,000 
copies sold! 

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO
Arabic countries,

Czech Rep., Denmark, Hungary, 
Romania and Sweden

ALSO AVAILABLE
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BALLET STORIES 
FOR FIRST READERS
by Dagmar Hoßfeld
b/w illustrations 
by Clara Suetens
288 pages

PIPPA PEPPERKORN vol. 7
by Charlotte Habersack
b/w illustrations 
by Melanie Garanin
144 pages

Competently narrated and close to a Girl’s Dream

Pippa teaches Kids to have a Heart to ask Questions

 țRe-edition of a best-
selling classic! 

 țDictionary of ballet
terms included

 țCan be splitted into 
3 volumes

 țLovable and lively 
characters

 țPippa is the perfect 
best friend: she is 
cheeky and brave, 
has a big heart and 
is always full of 
mischief

Readers of "Ballet Stories" get 
insights into the true world of 
ballet: the beauty of the dance, 
but also what hardship it 
means to become a dancer. In 
addition they learn a lot about 
the different schools of ballet 
and their styles. A story that 
is both close to its readers and 
to all facts relating to ballet 
dance.

Needless to say, Pippa isn’t 
afraid of anything: not of 
zombies, not of vampires, 
not of witches and mummies …
She even enjoys the creepy 
atmosphere. But then, 
in the end, something is 
even too spooky for Pippa!

Turn to page 44 for a full view of the series

BESTSELLER

AGE

 7+

AGE

 7+

BESTSELLER

FRENCH EXTRACT 
available!

SOLD TO
Czech Rep., France, LA,

Poland, Romania, Spain, Turkey
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 țEntertaining stories, 
that give kids a sense 
of achievement

For some kids learning to read is frustrating: both 
chapters and sentences are too long, and stories are too 
complicated. Our series for fi rst readers is intended to 
accompany fi rst readers. We think that a fi rst experience 
in reading has to be positive in every way. First books 
should be like friends: kids should have fun with them 
and they should look forward to another reading!

Learning to Read is Fun

LEARNING TO READ 
WITH AMAZING ANIMALS 
AND SUSPENSE!
various authors
4c illustrations
64 pages

AGE

 6+

AGE

 6+

AGE

 6+

AGE

 6+

2nd volume 
will be 

published in 
May 2018
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STORM 
OR THE INVENTION 
OF FOOTBALL
by Jan Birck
4c illustrations
128 pages

ANTON’S FOOTBALL 
DIARY vol. 2 & 3
by Heiko Wolz
lots of b/w illustrations by Zapf
80 pages

The best Companion for the Football World Cup  

Start reading with Anton’s Comic Novel!

 țCombination of football & the wild 
world of the vikings

 țFirst readers have fun with 
ANTON: simple sentences, 
easy to read, funny pictures 
and cheeky jokes

Storm has to attend a convent school. All Storm really 
wants is to become a voyager or a brave warrior …
being in a convent is not really what he dreamt of. But 
one day, Storm and his dog are kidnapped by a viking. 
Finally Storm can prove that he is a dab hand at being 
brave and wild! That’s easier said than done, but then 
Storm makes an epoch-making invention.

Anton thinks he’s the best 
player in his football team. 
Unfortunately, nobody 
besides him has ever no-
ticed this talent …

Find the 1st volume on our backlist on page 44

AGE

 6–8+

AGE

 6+
AGE

 6+

4th volume 
will be 

published in 
March 2018

To be 
published 
in March 

2018

SOLD TO
Netherlands & Turkey

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!
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THE MOST UNBORING SCHOOL IN THE WORLD vol. 1 & 2
by Sabrina J. Kirschner | b/w illustrations by Monika Parciak | 240 pages

IN THE SIGN OF THE 
CRYSTAL BALL vol. 3
by Stefan Gemmel
b/w illustrations
by Katharina Drees
192 pages

The best of Agents and School novels in One!

Adventures in foreign Cultures and Times

When the mysterious
inspector Rasputin 
appears, Maxe’s 
nor mal school routine 
changes beyond 
recognition. School 
is boring? Not any 
more …

 țGorgeous launch of a 
new series with over 
30.000 copies sold 
within three months

The third adventure fi nds the 
friends in Egypt. Here, they 
have to realize that their 
friendship will only last if 
they stick together against the 
wicked magician Argus. 

 țDue to the success of the 
series: volume 4 is planned 
for June 2018!

Find vol. 1 & 2 on our backlist on page 45

AGE

 8+

AGE

 8+

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL

Volume 3
 is planned 
for Spring 

2018
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RICO & OSCAR: THE COMIC NOVELS vol. 1 & 2
by Andreas Steinhöfel | 4c illustrations by Peter Schössow | 48 pages

WHEN A LION 
ASKS YOU 
WHAT TIME IT IS
by Hermann Schulz
b/w illustrations 
by Anja Mikolajetz
144 pages

Rico & Oskar for Starters

A loveable Rascal

 țSensitive, humorous and unique: 
perfect to read out loud and for fi rst readers!

After the bestselling and 
prize-winning "Rico & 
Oskar" trilogy, we are 
pleased to introduce 
their comic novel series. 

With his German father and Tanzanian mother, Temeo 
lives in Tanzania. When his father has an accident, 
his mother asks him to fi nd money for the family. 
Not an easy task, but Temeo develops a talent to get 
money from everyone!

 țA book that 
radiates a feeling 
of Africa

 țNominated for 
the German 
Children‘s 
Literature Award
in 2003

More books by Hermann Schulz 
are on our backlist on page 47

Anja Mikolajetz' picture book THE HEART OF THE 

MON KEY, is nominated for this year's German Child-
ren's Literature Award. Find this book on page 51!

AGE

 8+

AGE

 8+

BESTSELLER

AWARD WINNER

SOLD TO
France
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Top-Ten on Amazon!

 țSpace fantasy is an 
ongoing favourite topic 
for fi rst readers

 țReading fun with a high 
narrative tempo for 
boys and girls who are 
looking  for action

On earth they still attend school, but in 
space they fi ght against the dark Lord 
Atrox and his Robotroxes. For truth and 
justice and the light of the stars!

 țVolume 4 will be published 
in March 2018

 țFun for lazy readers: lots 
of jokes and illustrations

Zombies everywhere! 
There are quite strange 
creatures at Max' new 
school. Beneath that 
he has to deal with the 
daily chaos that he 
often starts himself.

STARRY KNIGHTS 
vol. 8
by Michael Peinkofer 
b/w illustrations 
by Daniel Ernle
128 pages

SCHOOL OF THE DEAD 
vol. 3
by Christian Tielmann 
b/w illustrations by Zapf
224 pages

Find the whole STARRY KNIGHTS series and more 
books by the author/illustrator team on page 46

Find volume 1 & 2 on page 46

School Adventures & Comic Novel 

SOLD TO
Denmark, Czech 

Rep., Slovak Rep., Spain 
and Turkey

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

Bestselling 
with more than 

45,000  
copies sold! 

AGE

 8+

AGE

 9+
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FICTION & SERIES 
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Thank you for more than 
1 million copies sold!

THE SCHOOL OF
MAGICAL ANIMALS 
vol. 9
by Margit Auer, 
b/w illustrations 
by Nina Dullek
240 pages

Turn to page 46 for a full view of the series 
Student‘s calendar Activity book Sequel, vol. 2

 “Holidays at last” is perfectly 
suited to summer reading: the 

characters are known from 
the original series, though this 

time they aren’t at school but on 
hol idays. The sequel is a great 

companion to the original series.

Complete your success with merchandise for your rea-
ders and the sequel “Holidays at last”:

AGE

 8+

SOLD TO
Albania, China, 

Czech Rep., Demark,
Greece, Hungary, Israel, 
Japan, Korea, Lithuania, 
Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Slovak Rep., Slovenia, 
Spain, Turkey & Ukraine

BESTSELLER

ENGLISH + SPANISH 
EXTRACT available! 

TEACHER’S 
MATERIAL

AGE

 8+

AGE

 8+
AGE

 8+

To be 
published 

in December 
2017
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Sadako is two years old when 
the nuclear bomb went down 
on Hiroshima. She survived, but 
eight years later she became 
seriously ill with leukemia. There 
is only one hope left. A Japanese 
legend says that when you fold 
a thousand paper cranes, a wish 
will come true. 

Sadako’s story became a classic, 
worldwide known and a symbol 
of peace. Johanna Hohnhold’s 
book on Sadako is gently nar-
rated and illustrated, historic 
background information and an 
introduction on how to fold 
paper cranes have been added.

A true Story of a Girl 
from Hiroshima

SADAKO. A WISH OF A THOUSAND CRANES
by Johanna Hohnhold 
b/w illustrations by Gerda Raidt
144 pages

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL

AGE

 10+
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RICO, OSKAR 
AND THE THING 
FROM HEAVEN ABOVE
vol. 4
by Andreas Steinhöfel
4c illustrations 
by Peter Schössow
272 pages

THE EARL OF CHEWING GUM
by Kirsten Reinhardt
b/w illustrations by Marie Geißler
224 pages

A fourth Volume for the Rico & Oskar Trilogy

A unique Friendship

 țThe Rico & Oscar series 
has been translated into 
more than 30 languages!

As original as the previous books: an aged earl meets 
a girl, who not only turns his daily routines upside 
down, but becomes his friend. Together they discover 
that not only the story of each chewed chewing gum 
that the earl collects is unique, but also their own 
stories and their friendship.

Christmas time at Rico and 
Oskar’s house. It’s a busy 
time of the year and lots 
of things simply go wrong. 
The presents have been 
bought, but the tree isn’t 
decorated yet … And who’s 
celebrating Christmas with 
whom anyway? 

Find all books by Andreas
Steinhöfel on page 45, 46, 48 + 49

Find more books by Kirsten
Reinhardt on page 45 + 47

BESTSELLER

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL

AWARD WINNER

AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+
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Bad Magic versus good Magic

Conni & her Friends: a bestselling Series aimed at 10+

 țStory and characters 
are easy to relate to and 
make it a perfect book 
for teen girl

 țA "down-to-earth" role model 
teaching her readers social 
competence and etiquettes

 țFantasy, dragons and 
lots of adventures!

Imagine casting a spell and your own 
double appears. Nova has not only to 
face this strange twin, but her evil 
chara c ter too. Her twin really sucks up 
to her parents, says embarrassing things 
to the hottest guys in school and 
schemes against her best friend. How 
on earth can Nora get rid of her?

NOVA AND AVON SERIES – 
MY EVIL, EVIL TWIN
vol. 1
by Tanja Voosen
304 pages

CONNI & CO. 
vol. 13
by Dagmar Hoßfeld
192 pages

THE LEGEND OF 
DRAGON HEIGTS
vol. 3
by Frank Schmeißer
b/w illustrations by Helge Vogt
320 pages

In the third and fi nal volume Oskar 
meets his parents again. He believed 
them lost on an expedition, but instead 
both have been kidnapped and arrested 
by the queen of Dragon Heights. Only 
united with his friends and enemies, 
the powerful dragons, might he be able 
to free them …

The Final Combat

Find the other 12 volumes 
on page 47 of our backlist

Find volume 1 & 2 on page 46

BESTSELLER

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

SOLD TO
Turkey

SOLD TO
Albania & Hungary 

AGE

 11+

AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+

Volume 2 

will be published 

in May 2018

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL
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MIA
vol. 10
by Susanne Fülscher
240 pages

CARLOTTA 
vol. 7
by Dagmar Hoßfeld
256 pages

Someone to identify with: Mia!

Boarding School Adventures

 țVolume 11 
will be published
in April 2018

Each CARLOTTA volume de-
picts a new year at Carlotta’s 
international boarding school 
for boys and girls. The series 
is drawn from life: up-to-date 
and cheerful. Readers will 
enjoy the setting as a place 
of destiny and Carlotta as a 
modern role model.

MIA is a wonderful bestselling
series about 12-year-old Mia and 
her friends. Mia herself is a sym-
pathetic protogonist, a bit chaotic, 
but absolutely lovely. Someone 
who teen readers would love to 
have as a best friend. Mia’s home, 
both her family and her surroun-
dings, are lively and you simp ly 
would love to live there, too! 

CARLOTTA vol. 1– 6 can be viewed on page 47

Find the other volumes on our backlist on page 47

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO
China and Poland

SOLD TO
Russia, Turkey
and Ukraine

AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+

More than 

250,000 
copies sold!

More than 

260,000 
copies sold!
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Carlsen Clips Series:
Perfect for reading in Class

Carlsen CLIPS is a series focusing on current 
teenage issues, and is perfect for reading
at school: easy to read, relatable characters 
and written by experienced authors. 

CARLSEN CLIPS 
all volumes: 112 pages

 țTopics: drugs, internet, 
social media, bullying

 țThe series consists of 
10 volumes, more to come!

Find the other books of the 
series on page 48 on our backlist

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL

AGE

 13+

To be 
published 

in February 
2018

SOLD TO
Estonia and Lithuania
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#HANDSOFF
by Susanne Fülscher
224 pages

PASTA MISTA
vol. 1
by Susanne Fülscher
320 pages

Combating sexual Harassment

First Love meets trendy Cooking

Looking for more 12+ books that focus
on current issues? Turn to page 48

15-year-old Liv lives with her single mother. At least 
she thought her mother was single, until she meets 
Roberto. Roberto is her mother’s new boyfriend, he's 
Italian and a passionate cook. Together with his twins 
Angelo and Sonia, both more or less Liv’s age, he 
moves into Liv’s mother’s apartment. From then on, 
a lot of cooking and eating occurs. The new patch-
work-family slowly starts to appreciate the new spirit 
and fi nally each other.

Lisa has just fi nished school. Her dreams come true 
when she starts working as an intern at a glamorous 
fi lm production company. The work is really fun but 
Lisa begins to feel increasingly uncomfortable when 
her boss makes her dubious offers and even harasses 
her. But Lisa defends herself.

 țA book for young women that 
bolsters courage 

 țA book that demonstrates how 
to successfully combat sexual 
harassment

 țAtmospheric reading fun 
around a patchwork family

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL

AGE

 12+

AGE

 12+

ALSO AVAILABLE
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PICTURE BOOKS

Does Red taste better 
than Blue?

A Classic is back!

Cheeky cool Lotti 
isn’t afraid of anybody

Eating Pasta becomes 
an Adventure!

DOES BREAD 
SWIM IN MILK?
by Katrin Stangl
21 x 27.5 cm
32 pages 

THE FLYING HAT
by Rotraut 
Susanne Berner
22.1 x 27.5 cm
40 pages 

LOTTI, THE PIRATE
by Karsten Teich
21.9 x 26.6 cm 
32 pages 

THE PASTA PIRATES
by André Sedlaczek
22 x 27.5 cm
32 pages 

 țAn artistic picture book 
that focuses on daily 
routines

 țA wordless picture book 
to enjoy

 țR.S. Berner won the Hans 
Christian Andersen-Award 
in 2016

 țPerfect to encourage 
children to be more 
self-confi dent

 țIncludes many recipes 
for pasta fans

Find the first book by Katrin
Stangl on our backlist on page 53

More adventures by R.S. Berner 
on our backlist on page 49

More books by Karsten Teich on page 53

SOLD TO
France, Italy, Korea

SOLD TO
Denmark

SOLD TO
China, France, Korea 
and Turkey 

AWARD WINNER AWARD WINNER

ALSO AVAILABLEALSO AVAILABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE
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PICTURE BOOKS

19

Learning to Swim becomes an easy Task!

Loosing Milk Teeth

 țA duck encourages 
kids to swim

 ț“Learning to swim” 
becomes great fun

 țWith a cute box for milk 
teeth (not obligatory)

 țPerfect companion for 
every child

More books by Günther Jakobs on page 51

A duck encourages 

“Learning to swim” 
becomes great fun

QUACKADIQUACK
by Günther Jakobs 
18.5 x 28.6 cm | 32 pages

WILMA WOBBLY TOOTH
by Christian Tielmann | illustrated by Tine Schulz
32.3 x 25 cm | 32 pages

FABER’S JOURNEY vol. 2
by Cornelia Funke
illustrated by Susanne Göhlich
21.6 x 27.6 cm | 32 pages Find the 1st volume on our backlist on page 50

A magical Adventure by Cornelia Funke

SOLD TO China,
Denmark and Turkey

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

SOLD TO
Romania, Sweden 
and Turkey 

BESTSELLER

TRANSLATION 
GRANT

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

12,000 
copies sold of the 

first volume!

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL

ALSO AVAILABLE
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PICTURE BOOKS 
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Lecker, süß, mit schönen Zacken!

Emma kann schon Sterne backen.

The big small Ones

Jutta Bauer’s little Emma enjoys Christmas

 țBooks, that provide kids 
with self-confi dence

 țEncourage and promote 
imaginative thinking

 țFormat can be changed!

 țSanta’s son would rather be an Easter bunny:
a fancy story for the whole family!

 țFinally a new picture 
book by best-selling 
Marc-Uwe Kling

Find five more volumes on page 53

Find more EMMA books on page 57

NOW I AM… HAPPY, ANGRY, STRONG
by Constanze von Kitzing
14 x 14 cm | 96 pages 

SOLD TO Latin America

BEFORE AND AFTER
by Doris and Johanna Rübel
14 x 14 cm | 96 pages 

EMMA CELEBRATES CHRISTMAS
by Jutta Bauer
18.5 x 18.6 cm | 32 pages 

THE EASTER SANTA
by Marc-Uwe Kling
illustrated by Astrid Henn
22.5 x 27.6 cm | 48 pages 

Santa Claus meets the Easter Bunny

 țLovely Christmas 
story to read out 
loud

ENGLISH EXTRACT 
available!

TRANSLATION 
GRANT

SOLD TO
China and Spain 

ALSO AVAILABLE
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PICTURE BOOKS
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Family books for every Occasion

THE BIG BOOK OF HOW TO FALL ASLEEP
12.2 x 15.7 cm | 144 pages

GOOD NIGHT, LOVELY DAY!
22.3 x 27.4 cm | 176 pages

THE BIG BOOK OF FABLES | 22.3 x 27.4 cm | 176 pages EVERYONE CAN BE BRAVE! | 22.3 x 27.4 cm I 176 pages

Calming stories that help children to
fall asleep and to relax. Recommended 
by psychologists and with lots 
of help ful tips from other parents.

A selection of atmospheric stories and 
illustrations – a read-out-loud book 
for the whole family!

An anthology of more than 100 fables, 
both modern and classical, beautifully 
illustrated by Gerhard Glück. 

A family book full of stories and poems 
that bolster children up and encourage 
self-confi dence!

AGES

 3–7 
AGE

 4+

AGE

 4+
AGE

 4+
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PICTURE BOOKS

NULLI AND PRIESEMUT
by Matthias Sodtke 
17 x 20 cm
32 pages 

Series 233: GOOD NIGHT!

Series 234: STICKER BOOKS

Series 237: FOOTBALL

Series 238: HOLIDAYS ARE FUN! 

ALL VOLUMES: 10 x 10 cm up to 15 x 15 cm | 24 pages

What makes a Friend a true Friend?

Mini Books and Picture Books in One!

 țMore than 30,000 copies 
sold of each volume!

 țNulli and Priesemut learn 
to accept each other 
despite their differences

Find more info on NULLI AND 
PRIESEMUT books on page 55

BESTSELLER

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO
China, Demark and
Latin America  

Format
 can be changed

up to
15 x 15 cm
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PICTURE BOOKS

Series 246: LOOKING INSIDE!

Series 241: STRONG PRINCESSES

Series 240: DISCOVER THE WORLD (vol. 3)

Series 247: COLOURFUL VEHICLES

Series 242: FAVOURITE JOBS with app (not binding)

Series 249: FAIRY TALES | to be published in January 2018

Series 243: BIBLE STORIES

Series W 32: CHRISTMAS STORIES  

Series 245: SCHOOL STORIES 

With
 pierced
 cover!
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CONNI 

Conni: it's Time for  a new Look!

by Liane Schneider
illustrated by 

Janina Görrissen
20 x 26.5 cm | 32 pages 

25 years ago Carlsen published the fi rst Conni book. Since
then, we have sold over 40 million Conni books. Conni is
be loved by kids everywhere, thanks to our international 
partners!

Now it’s time for a more contemporary look. It’s still the Conni 
we have known and loved for such a long time, but we have 
given her more emotions and her surroundings have become 
more up-to-date.

We're starting with two hardcover picture books, CONNI IS 
ANGRY and the reedited volume CONNI GOES TO KINDER-
GARTEN and also two softcover picture books which you'll 
fi nd on the following page.

     We can assist you with introducing 
your new Conni edition. Don’t hesitate to 
      ask for marketing tools!

Find more info on the CONNI series on page 54

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO Albania, China, 
Denmark, France, 
Greece, Hungary, 

Latvia, The Netherlands, 
Poland, Portugal, Slovak 
Rep., Turkey & Ukraine

AGE

 3+
AGE

 3+
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CONNI 
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Conni: it's Time for  a new Look!

Looking for more activity books? 
Ask us for an overview!

by Liane Schneider
illustrated by 
Janina Görrissen
19.2 x 19.2 cm
24 pages

19 x 27 cm | 24 pages 19 x 27 cm | 24 pages 14.6 x 21 cm | 96 pages

Combine your Conni Picture Books with Activity Books!

 țConni activity books are No. 1 in Germany !

Approved 
by 

dentists

AGE

 2+
AGE

 3+

AGES

 3–7
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 ț30 Conni novels available

CONNI NOVELS
by Julia Boehme
illustrated by 
Herdis Albrecht
96 –120 pages

Besides the Conni picture books 
we are also reediting our Conni 
novels. Black & white illustrations 
will be in full colour. Naturally it’s 
up to every foreign publisher to 
choose between black & white or 
colour illustrations.

The concept stays the same: 
Conni functions as both a friend 
and a role model, giving advice 
and showing ways to approach 
various problems. Her empathy, 
but also her frankness and clever-
ness, enable her to face every 
challenge positively.

Conni Novels with Colour Illustrations

Ask us for an overview 

 of all Conni novels!

AGE

 7+

SOLD INTO
Albanian, Arabic, 
Hungarian, Turkish 

BESTSELLER
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Fun with Rhymes and Sliding Parts 

My little Sibling is on their Way!

 țAll rhymes are easy to translate!

 țHelpful companion 
for brothers & sisters

 țWith peep- 
holes 
to discover 
lots of 
things

 țReading 
fun with 
fl aps
and turn-
tables 

MY FIRST RHYMES – MY FIRST PICTURES
12 x 12 cm | 12 pages
with slides

MY LITTLE SIBLING
IS ON THEIR WAY!
23.5 x 27 cm
16 pages | with flaps

WIM, THE CHRISTMAS BEAR
18 x 18 cm | 12 pages

KNURPS, THE CHRISTMAS IMP
18 x 18 cm | 12 pages

Cute Books for a First Christmas

Format 
can be changed 

to a proper 
picture book 

size!

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!
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ACTIVITY BOOKS

DRAWING IN PAIRS
21.5 x 28 cm 
32 pages

DOT, DOT, COMMA, 
DASH series: 
MORE ANIMALS!
19 x 27 cm
64 pages

Drawing together, relaxing together

Learning to Draw with easy Instructions and Rhymes 

 țRhymes can be easily 
translated!

 țWe also have mini books 
of this series: perfect for 
travels and holidays!

 ț4 volumes available

Drawing in pairs: one page is for the child, 
the other page for an adult. Both have fun, 
both are creative, both relax!

AGE

 4+
AGE

 4+

AGE

 4+

BESTSELLER
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TAKE A LOOK!
by Katja Reider
4c illustrations
board books
22.5 x 24.5 cm 
14 pages 
and many flaps

HOW DO THE POLICE CATCH THIEVES?WHERE DOES THE BATHWATER GO?

DRAWING IN PAIRS
21.5 x 28 cm 
32 pages

LISTEN UP! 
18 x 18 cm
14 pages

A new Series for curious 
Kindergarten Kids

Our bestselling Sound Books: 1,5 million Copies sold!

 țDecide for yourself if you want to publish the series as a 
regular board book series or a sound book series. Most 
of the volumes work perfectly as regular board books.

 țThe series consists of 18 regular sized sound books and a 
leporello aimed at 2+, three larger volumes aimed at 3+ 
and four volumes aimed at 5+.

Explaining the every day-phenomenons 
to curious children.

Our sound book series LISTEN UP! has 
become one of the most popular sound 
book series. Six sounds complete 
detailed and carefully illustrated pages. 

Ask for an overview
of the LISTEN UP! series!

AGE

 3+
AGE

 3+

AGE

 3+

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO
China

SOLD TO
China and Denmark

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!
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NON FICTION

MY FRIENDS series
with stickers
20.5 x 20.3 cm | 64 pages

MY FRIENDS AT THE AIRPORT MY FRIENDS IN THE FOREST

THE BIG BOOK OF HEALTH 
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
by Dietrich Grönemeyer
21.2 x 25.7 cm
144 pages 

Activities, Sticker Fun and lots of Knowledge!

Facts, Stories & Recipes for staying healthy

 țPeople who 
actually work 
at the airport 
or in the forest 
explain to kids 
what they take 
care of

 țChild-friendly, clever 
explanations all about the 
human body and health

 țWritten by an experienced 
doctor, supported by detailed 
illustrations!

Interested in more books of this
kind? Find them on page 61!

AGE

 5+

AGE

 4+

SOLD TO Korea

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!

Two more 
volumes are 
planned for 
April 2018
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NON FICTION 

Understanding the World 

LESEMAUS series
19.2 x 19.2 cm | 24 pages

MAX GOES TO HOSPITAL

IN THE KNIGHT’S CASTLE

I HAVE A FRIEND, WHO IS A SINGER

MAX MAKES SPAGHETTI

LENE IS GOING TO BE A BIG SISTER

JULE IS CONSOLED

More about MAX 
picture books can be
     found on page 55

More JULE volumes can
    be found on page 55

More about the LESEMAUS 
series on page 60

Ask for an overview of the whole series! BESTSELLER

SOLD TO
China, Denmark, 
France and Turkey
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6

Dieses Modell ist schmal und schnell wie ein Pfeil. 

Schlanker Pfeil

Falte den Bogen der Länge nach  in der Mitte und öffne ihn wieder  für den Mittelfalz. 

Klappe die untere linke Ecke nach  innen, so dass eine Kante des Papiers  am Mittelfalz anliegt. Die rechte  Ecke ebenso falten.

Nun knicke die bereits gefalteten  Kanten auf die gleiche Weise wieder  bis zur Mittellinie. 

Dann klappst du den Flieger entlang  des Mittelfalzes zusammen.

1.

2.

3.

4.

OD_9783551241658-PW067-Papierflieger_Relaunch_Inh_A2017.indd   6
16.01.17   15:40

7

Gut geworfen
Halte den Flieger zwischen Daumen und Zeigefinger am Rumpf fest und wirf ihn leicht nach oben. Hol dabei mit dem ganzen Arm Schwung. Achte darauf, dass du niemanden verletzt. Dieses Modell ist vorne recht spitz.

6.

5.

Um Flügel zu bekommen, faltest du  das Papier auf beiden Seiten bis zur  Mittellinie.
Tipp: Das geht einfacher, wenn du den  Flieger drehst, so dass du von dir weg faltest.

Jetzt ist der Schlanke Pfeil bereit  zum Flug!

OD_9783551241658-PW067-Papierflieger_Relaunch_Inh_A2017.indd   7
16.01.17   15:40

6

Nun knicke die bereits gefalteten Kanten auf die gleiche Weise wieder bis zur Mittellinie. 

Dann klappst du den Flieger entlang des Mittelfalzes zusammen.

4.

WILD HORSES NEW PAPER AIRPLANESFLAGS

PIXI WISSEN series
10.7 x 15.5 cm | 32 pages

WHAT PEOPLE 
BELIEVE IN
13 x 18.5 cm
32 pages

Lots of Knowledge in a Pocket Format

Exploring the Diversity of Religions

 țPerfect for reading 
at school!

Ask us for 
an overview 

of all 
PIXI WISSEN 

books!

This book is intended to inform readers 
about different religions, encouraging them 
to have more empathy for the diversity 
of beliefs and religious traditions.

PIXI WISSEN is Germany’s most popular nonfi ction minibook 
series. Each volume is written by an expert. There are now 
more than 100 volumes available. If you think the format is 
too small, don’t hesitate to enlarge the books or put volumes 
together and create your own compilation!

am Rumpf fest und wirf ihn leicht nach oben. Hol dabei mit dem ganzen Arm Schwung. Achte darauf, dass du niemanden verletzt. Dieses Modell ist vorne recht spitz.
AGE

 6+

AGE

 8+

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO
China, Hungary, 
Romania, Poland

TEACHER'S 
MATERIAL
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CARLSEN CLEVER combines pic-
ture book and learning-fun for both 
preschool kids and fi rst and second 
graders. Just download the app 
and start playing!

Picture Book Fun with an App

FIRST LETTERSROAD SAFETY FIRST NUMBERS

EASY CODING FOR KIDS

MY PRESCHOOL BOOK

CARLSEN CLEVER
series
23.2 x 29.2 cm
16 pages

 țPlay to learn: download the app for free

 țBook is needed to solve the tasks

 țFrom Preschool to second Grade

 țImportant topic: CODING!!!

Interested in more books and concepts of
this kind? Turn to our LeYo! series on page 60

AGE

 5+

AGE

 5+

ROYALTY DEALS 
ONLY!

ALSO AVAILABLE
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SECRET BOOK FOR 
DIGITAL BOYS
by Jacob Leffers and 
Emil Woermann
192 pages

SNAPCHAT, WHATSAPP
& INSTAGRAM 
by Thomas Feibel
32 pages

Digital Topics made by Boys for Boys 
(and of course for Girls too!)

Social Media explained by an Expert

 țFirst best-selling as self-pub-
lished book, now available 
to a broader audience! 

 țShort, precise and entertaining

 țThis book on social media is perfect 
for kids, parents and teachers!

Young people can do more 
than play games on their 
computers. Instead every 
kid can build their own 
website and YouTube-
channel. The authors, one 
fi fteen the other sixteen-
years old, have put all the 
things that they want to 
share with other kids into 
this book. The authors 
present all kinds of cool 
tricks and ideas, such as 
producing fi lms and lear-
ning more about photo-
graphy. 

EMIL WOERMANN & JACOB LEFFERS

Find another book on coding for 
younger readers on page 33

Find another book on the dangers of social 
media by the same author on page 48

AGE

 9+

AGE

 8+

ALSO AVAILABLE

ALSO AVAILABLE
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KIDS ASK QUESTIONS 
ABOUT POVERTY
by Jutta Bauer
15.5 x 21 cm | 160 pages

PHIL AND SOPHIE'S LITTLE BOOK 
OF BIG QUESTIONS
by Ina Schmidt
illustrated by Lena Ellermann
16 x 21.5 cm | 96 pages 

"How many shoes do you have?"

Be curious – be a Philosopher, together with Phil & Sophie!

 țWhere do thoughts come from?

 țWhat is righteous?

 țCan you search and fi nd luck?

 țAnd many more topics to discover!

Find Jutta Bauer's book on 
homelessness on page 61

Thirteen short stories invite 
children to think, be curious and 
ask questions. Just like (real) 
philosophers …

In her new book prize-winning author 
Jutta Bauer focuses on poverty. She 
has collected questions from children 
and tried to fi nd answers. Politicians, 
philosophers, representatives from 
churches, doctors and people, who are 
themselfes poor, share their opinions 
and knowledge.

 țExplaining poverty to 
middle graders

AGE

 9+

AGE

 10+

SOLD TO Korea

ALSO AVAILABLE
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YOUNG ADULTS

PAN – THE MAGICAL
GATE TO THE 
OTHERWORLD
by Sandra Regnier
320 pages

SECRET ELEMENTS 
vol. 1 – 4
by Jahanna Danninger
230 – 320 pages

Pan – The Sequel

Follow your Magic Determination

17-year-old Jessica lives according to 
her own rules and is considered to 
be rebellious and uncontrollable. She 
hides her fl aming red hair and pale 
skin under black clothes and secretly 
works as a bartender at night. When 
a strange woman presents her with an 
antique amulet, she is fascinated by 

the precious gift but soon realises that 
she can't take it off again now she's 
put it on. All of a sudden she is thrown 
right  in the middle of superhuman 
agents and magical destinies. On top 
of that, the arrogant Lee, of all people, 
is in  struc ted to protect her. If only he 
weren’t quite so good looking … 

Find the PAN trilogy on page 63

 țSequel of our best-selling 
PAN trilogy

300,000  
copies of the PAN 

series sold!

BESTSELLER

SOLD TO 
Czech Rep., Hungary, 

Poland, Romania & Russia

AGE

 14+

AGE

 14+
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YOUNG ADULTS

Fantasy-Dystopia by 
best-selling Vivien Summer

THE ELITE 
vol. 1 – 4
by Vivien Summer
328 – 346 pages

Shortly before coming of age, Malia is discove-
red to be one of the lucky ones in society – 
those people who are gifted with superhuman 
powers. From one day to the next, she becomes 
part of the high society of the country: The Elite. 
For reserved Malia it's a nightmare come true. 

It’s not just that everyone's gaze is now turned 
on her, but also that she is to be trained by 
the unreachable high society-boy Christopher 
Collins. The boy with whom she has secretly 
been in love for many years and who’s got the 
same sparkle in his eyes as Malia.

AGE

 14+
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MIRROR SAGA vol. 1 & 2
by Ava Reed | 300 & 430 pages

PHOENIX Trilogy 
by Julia Zieschang
about 200 pages

Magic, Fantasy and a Hint of Darkness: 
The World behind the Mirror

Discover the World of the Phoenix

Caro knows nothing about her parents 
nor about the legacy that rests inside her. 
Or about the scary guy with the golden 
eyes who has seemed to follow her since 
her birthday. Might there be a connection 
between him and the mysterious fi res 

which always light up near to her? Caro 
has to recognise that she holds powers 
which aren’t harmless at all, not for her 
nor anyone around her. She is the descen-
dant of an ancient line of phoenix. And 
that’s where her problems begin …

Caitlin doesn’t know what it 
means to look at herself in 
a mirror, because she doesn’t 
have a refl ection. But mir-
rors call her and attract her 
wherever she is. One day she 
faces the mysterious Finn 
who appears on the other 
side of the mirror and who 
arouses a year ning inside of 
her that Caitlin can’t escape. 
Time and again they meet, 
without knowing what their 
real con nection is. Until one 
day Caitlin's legacy awakens 
and she realizes that there 
is more to the world than 
meets the eye.

AGE

 14+

AGE

 14+
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The Sparkling World
of the Fairies

FAIRIES vol. 1 – 4
by Stefanie Diem
350 – 400 pages

Inordinately beautiful, bewitchingly elegant 
and absolutely stylish – these are the qualities 
18-year-old Sophie can only dream of. Until 
she travels to celebrate her graduation to the 
exotic Lloret de Mar and meets the good-looking 
Taylor. He discovers a side of Sophie that she 

never has been able to recognise herself: Sophie is 
a Fairy and therefore is one of the most beautiful 
creatures in universe. Well, nearly, because before 
she transforms fully, the uncertain student has to 
visit the Fairy Academy to learn everything about 
being a Fairy. And that’s quite a lot …

AGE

 14+
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HOPE & DESPAIR
Trilogy
by Carina Mueller
about 280 pages

SPELLBOUND Trilogy
by Anna-Sophie Caspar
about 240 pages

For Readers of Jennifer L. Armentrout …

Seeing what is hidden for Others

Imagine a neighbour’s house and 
everyone living in it disappears 
one day, and you are the only one 
who can still see it. What would 
you do?

They are literally heaven-sent: as a sign of gratitu-
de for saving a shipwrecked UFO, the US-Govern-
ment once received twelve superhuman babies. Six 
girls and six boys – each representing a positive 
and a negative human emotion. Since then, 17 years 
have passed and the babies haven't just grown up 
but also live separated from each other. As Probas, 

Hope and the other fi ve girls are obliged to 
the good in man, while the male Improbas 
help the criminal underground to achieve 
money and power. Until the day the Improbas 
track down their female oppo sites and Hope 
is the only one who manages to escape them. 
But Despair is al ready on her tail …

AGE

 14+

AGE

 14+
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WINTER MAGIC 
IN NEW YORK
by Julia K. Stein
278 pages

HOPE & DESPAIR
Trilogy
by Carina Mueller
about 280 pages

THERE’S NO KISS
LIKE THIS ONE
by Tanja Voosen
274 pages

Romance in New York

You give me Butterflies in my Tummy

Kissing unknown boys at parties belongs to Jessa's life 
like ice-cream belongs to the summer. A kiss is just 
a kiss and she doesn't believe in any magic. Quinn 
Paxton, every school-girl's crush and well known for 
his numerous affairs, thinks of this differently. He 
would never kiss just anyone. No wonder they attract 
each other's attention. When Jessa fi nds out that 
Quinn is working at her aunt's guest house during the 
summer, her world turns upside down. She doesn’t 
want to get confused by someone who breaks heart 
after heart but something is pulling her towards him.

During the whole semester she’s been anticipating 
this moment: leaving the American college and going 
home for Christmas to celebrate with her family in 
Germany. It is the 23th of December and Hannah is 
stuck at the airport in New York, because a blizzard 
has frozen the allegedly most exciting city in the 
world and all fl ights have been cancelled. 

On top of that she bumps into Kyle, the worst wo-
manizer in her college, who is in the same situation. 
They realize that they will have to spend the next few 
hours together and even though they don't seem to 
have a lot in common, they both agree on one thing: 
Christmas must be celebrated, wherever you are …

AGE

 14+

AGE

 14+
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MELODY OF EDEN
Trilogy
by Sabine Schulter
around 360 pages

Romantic High Fantasy

Dark, rapid and irresistable

Vampires – myth or reality? This is the que-
stion 23-year-old Melody asks herself, while 
exporing the hidden underground tunnels 
of her hometown. She has always wanted to 
know if these creatures of the night really 
exist. There are rumours that the govern-
ment is hiding their existence and Melody is 

The beautiful 19-year-old Kadlin 
is the only daughter of the head 
of the Smar-tribe. This is no easy 
role for a woman who is nearly 
grown-up and should already 
have been married according to 
the rules of her own people. But 
instead of being allowed to chose 
a man for herself, she is promised 
to the son of the domineering Ikol. 
Stubborn as she is, she leaves 
to bewitch the only man who she 
believes is her destiny: Bram, a 
strapping warrior of the enemy 
tribe. But nothing goes according 
to plan and Kadlin needs to fl ee, 
dressed as a boy, she fi nally ends 
up in Bram’s camp where he is 
preparing young warriors for their 
initiation rites …

burning to fi nd out why. When a terrifying 
creature tears her down into the deep and an 
unquenchable good-looking man rescues her, 
Melody’s desire to get to know everything is 
unquenchable. But soon she has to admit that 
there are dark beings that it would be better 
not to reveal yourself to ...

BENEATH THE THREE MOONS
both volumes by Ewa A.
515 pages

AGE

 16+

AGE

 16+
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Demoniac Fantasy

SEDAY ACADEMY
vol. 1 – 4
by Karin Kratt
300 – 400 pages

To everyone else in the world, Cey looks 
per fect. She is incredibly beauti ful, she 
is also a J'ajal, which means she has super-
human powers that make her a haunted 
crea  ture. Nowhere does she feel at home 
and to no one has she ever given her heart. 

The danger of being found by the Seday and
forced into a system of illusions is simply
too great. When she meets Xyen, one of the
most powerful and attractive leaders of the
Seday, it seems as if he of all people can gain 
her trust. But can Xyen also believe Cey? 

AGE

 16+
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LOLA AND THE GHOST
by Ole Könnecke | 80 pages

 țLola ist a not only brave 
enough to catch ghosts, 
but also smart

 ț Many b/w illustrations

THE ADVENTURES 
OF LESTER AND BOB
by Ole Könnecke | 64 pages

THE NEW ADVENTURES OF LESTER & BOB 
by Ole Könnecke | 80 pages

 țBest friends can be very different 

 țLester & Bob is a sophisticated, 
unique mini series for fi rst readers

SOLD TO China, Netherlands, France, 
Italia, Spain, Turkey

SCHLINKEPÜTZ, THE MONSTER 
WHO WAS LATE | by Susan Kreller
4c illustrations by SaBine Büchner 
80 pages

 țBy award-winning 
Susan Kreller

IDA | by Sabine Ludwig 
4c illustrations by Miriam Cordes
48 pages

ANTON’S FOOTBALL DIARY
by Heiko Wolz | b/w illustrations 
by ZAPF| 80 pages

SOLD TO Hungary, Romania, Ukraine

SOLD TO Turkey SOLD TO The Netherlands, Turkey

CONNI NOVELS | by Julia Boehme
4c or b/w illustrations
by Herdis Albrecht

 țIt’s up to you if you publish 
the books in color or b/w

PONY HEART
by Usch Luhn | b/w illustrations 
by Franziska Harvey
128 pages

FRIENDS FOR ALL FURS
by Monika Wittmann
b/w illustrations by Elenore 
Gerhaber | 96 pages

 țA mini series about a girl 
volunteering at a vet‘s

PIPPA PEPPERKORN
by Charlotte Habersack
b/w illustrations by Melanie 
Garanin | 144 pages

SOLD TO Albania, Arab States, 
Hungary, Macedonia, Poland, 
Portugal, Turkey

SOLD TO Arab States, Czech Rep., 
Denmark, Hungary, Romania, Sweden

SOLD TO Sweden, Turkey SOLD TO Czech Rep., France, Poland, 
Spain, Turkey

We look forward to 

sending you 

the full overview 

of the series!!

series  | 30 vol.

series  | 4 vol.

series  | 4 vol.series  | 10 vol.

series  | 3 vol.

series  | 7 vol.

AGE

6+

AGE

6+

AGE

6+
AGE

6+

AGE

7+

AGE

6+

AGE

7+

AGE

7+

AGE

7+

AGE

6+
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MAX | by Christian Tielmann
b/w illustrations by Sabine 
Kraushaar | 96 pages

 țCompleted series!

IN THE SIGN OF THE CRYSTAL 
BALL | by Stefan Gemmel
b/w illustrations by Katharina 
Drees | 176 pages

 ț3 more volumes planned

THE FIRECRACKER GANG
by Sandra Grimm | b/w illustra-
tions by Meike Haberstock
128 pages

IF MY MOON WAS YOUR SUN
by Andreas Steinhöfel | 4c illustra-
tions by Nele Palmtag | 80 pages

 țA sensitive story about 
Alzheimer's disease

SOLD TO Albania & Hungary SOLD TO Bulgaria, Chinese, Dutch, 
English (US & Canada), Korea, 
Latin America

DIRK AND ME
by Andreas Steinhöfel
4c illustrations by Peter Schössow
144 pages

FOXES DON’T LIE
by Ulrich Hub | 4c illustrations
by Heike Drewelow | 144 pages

A KANGAROO LIKE YOU
by Ulrich Hub | 4c illustrations 
by Jörg Mühle | 96 pages

 țA story about three friends, 
one of whom is gay

A HORSE NAMED MILKMAN
by Hilke Rosenboom
b/w illustrations by Anke Kuhl
120 pages

SOLD TO Italy, Slovenia and Turkey
AWARD  White Raven List 2014

SOLD TO Italy, Korea, LA, Slovenia
and Taiwan SOLD TO Turkey

AWARD  White Raven List 2006

FENNYMORE’S TRAVEL
by Kirsten Reinhard | b/w illustra-
tions by David Roberts

THE LIGHTHOUSE ON THE 
LOBSTER CLIFFS | by James Krüss 
b/w illustrations by Jutta Bauer
215 pages

GUESTS AT THE LOBSTER CLIFFS
by James Krüss | b/w illustrations 
by Stefanie Scharnberg | 192 pages

AT THE GREEN WHALE'S INN
by James Krüss | b/w illustrations 
by Hauke Kock | 125 pages

SOLD TO Catalonia, Italy, France, 
Turkey, Spain, UK SOLD TO China

SOLD TO China SOLD TO China

series  | 3 vol. series  | 2 vol.series  | 7 vol.

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

8+

AGE

7+

AGE

6+
AGE

6+
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THE SCHOOL OF MAGICAL 
ANIMALS | by Margit Auer
b/w illustrations by Nina Dullek
224 – 240 pages

THE SCHOOL OF MAGICAL 
ANIMALS – HOLIDAY AT LAST
by Margit Auer | b/w illustrations 
by Nina Dullek 

PLEASE DON’T OPEN
by Charlotte Habersack
b/w illustrations by Fréderic 
Bertrand | 240 pages

 ț3 more volumes planned

JOHNNY BONK & ROCKETBOY
by Miriam Mann | b/w illustrations 
by Ulf K. | about 200 pages

SOLD TO Albania, China, Czech Rep., Denmark, Greece, Israel, Hungary, Japan, Korea, 
 Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Turkey & Ukraine

SOLD TO Korea, The Netherlands, 
Romania & Turkey

THE PIRATS
by Michael Peinkofer 
b/w illustrations by Daniel Ernle
96 pages

 țCompleted series

STARRY KNIGHTS
by Michael Peinkofer
b/w illustrations by Daniel Ernle
128 pages

NOTHING BUT FOOTBALL…
by Andreas Schlüter & Irene Margil
b/w illustrations by Markus Grollik
200 pages

 țCompleted series

SCHOOL OF THE DEAD
by Christian Tielmann
b/w illustrations by ZAPF
240 pages

SOLD TO Denmark, LA, Spain SOLD TO Denmark, Czech Rep., 
Slovak Rep., Spain & Turkey

---
RICO & OSKAR
by Andreas Steinhöfel | b/w & 4c 
illustrations by Peter Schössow
224 pages

 țRights of some languages 
have been reverted recently – 
don’t hesitate to ask us!

FROG-FACE STORIES
by Andreas Steinhöfel
vignettes by Peter Schössow
136 pages

 țEight stories about friendship, 
fi rst love and the search of 
one’s place in the world

PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALLER
by Andreas Schlüter & Irene Margil
about 250 pages

 țCompleted series

THE LEGEND OF DRAGON HEIGHTS
by Frank Schmeißer
b/w illustrations by Helge Vogt
about 300 pages

SOLD INTO more than 
30 languages!

SOLD TO Turkey

series  | 9 vol.

series  | 5 vol.

series  | 4 vol.

series  | 8 vol. series  | 3 vol.

series  | 3 vol. series  | 3 vol.

series  | 3 vol.

series  | 2 vol. series  | 2 vol. series  | 2 vol.
AGE

8+

AGE

9+
AGE

8+
AGE

8+
AGE

8+

AGE

8+
AGE

8+
AGE

8+

AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+
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KARO UND BLAUMANN
by Jörg Hilbert (au. & ill.)
144 pages

 țDetective stories with 
fantasy elements and 
loaded with humour!

 țCompleted series

SADDLE, BRIDLE, HAPPINESS 
Trilogy | by Dagmar Hoßfeld
192 pages

 țCompleted series

CONNI & CO
by Dagmar Hoßfeld
192 pages

 țThe series is absolutely lovely 
not only for CONNI fans, but 
a beautiful "feel-good" series 
for teens. 

CARLOTTA
by Dagmar Hoßfeld
272 pages

SOLD TO Albania, Hungary & Turkey SOLD TO Turkey & Ukraine 
(incl. Russian), fi lm rights sold

CORNWALL COLLEGE
by Annika Harper
272 pages

 țCompleted in 3 volumes

MIA
by Susanne Fülscher
240 pages

LADY HAPPY AND THE WIZARD 
OF UKEREWE | by Herman Schulz
b/w illustrations by Barbara Yelin 
208 pages

 țMasterly told crime & 
friendship novel taking 
place in Tanzania 

 
HANDBOOK FOR PRINCESSES
by Hilke Rosenboom | illustrated 
by Franziska Harvey | 192 pages

SOLD TO Ukraine (incl. Russian) SOLD TO China & Poland

SOLD TO to France

SOLD TO Korea, Romania & Turkey

THE HAIRY TALE OF OLGA, 
HENRIKE AND THE DUCK BURP
by Kirsten Reinhard | 240 pages

MANDELA & NELSON
by Hermann Schulz
128 & 160 pages

 țInternationally best-selling

THE MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES 
OF THE SHORT ONES | by Victor 
Caspax & Yves Lanois | illustrations 
by Ole Könnecke | 208 pages

READY, STEADY, FLINT!
by Torsten Wohlleben
b/w illustrations by Jutta Wetzel
160 pages

SOLD TO Turkey SOLD TO France, Italy, Korea

SOLD TO China, Denmark, Japan, 
Korea & Turkey

SOLD TO Czech Rep. & Slovakia

We look forward to sending you an overview!

series  | 2 vol.

series  | 2 vol.

series  | 3 vol. series  | 3 vol. series  | 7 vol.series  | 13 vol.

series  | 10 vol.

AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+
AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+

AGE

 10+
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AGE

 12+

SNOW GIANT
by Susan Kreller
208 pages

 țA wonderful story of friend-
ship and love

AGE

 12+

STORMGLASS
by Andy Deemer & Tim Pratt
288 pages

 țBond adventure for kids 

 țOriginally published in English

AGE

 12+

MIDGE IN MARCH
by Veronika Rotfuß | 192 pages

 țA mother who is ill, a father 
who’s away and an unhappy 
fi rst love. But a heroine who 
fi nds her way nevertheless.

 țA childhood at its end, de-
picted in a soft-spoken tone

AGE

 12+

LIKE ME
by Thomas Feibel
176 pages

 țAbout the dangers of social 
media networks

SOLD TO Bulgaria, China, Denmark, 
Hungary, LA, Russia, Serbia & Turkey

SOLD TO Romania SOLD TO Czech Rep., Denmark, 
France, Korea

AGE

 13+

TAYO IS STAYING
by Andreas Schlüter & Irene Margil
176 pages

 țA story about integration

AGE

 13+

THE KIDS OF ZOO STATION
by Christiane F., Kai Hermann & 
Horst Rieck | 368 pages

 țNational & international best-
seller about Christiane F.‘s 
drug addiction: shocking and 
honest

CARLSEN CLIPS
various authors
all volumes: 112 pages

 țA series focusing on current teenage issues

 țVarious topics each title: social media, bullying, addiction

SOLD TO Brazil, Croatia, Czech Rep., 
Italy, Finland, France, GB, Georgia, LA, 
Macedonia, Montenegro, The Nether-
lands, Poland, Portugal, Turkey, Roma-
nia, Serbia, Slovak Rep., Spain, USA

SOLD TO Estonia and Lithuania

AGE

 14+

IN THE YEAR OF THE MONKEY
by Que Du Luu | 288 pages

 

 

AGE

 14+

MARIAN IMAGES
by Tamara Bach
136 pages

AGE

 14+

FOURTEEN | by Tamara Bach
112 pages

AGE

 14+

WHAT REMAINS OF THE SUMMER
by Tamara Bach
144 pages

SOLD TO Netherlands

AWARD  White Raven List 2017 AWARD   White Raven List 2017

SOLD TO Sweden

SOLD TO Denmark, English speaking 
countries, Slovenia, Sweden

series  | 2 vol.

series  | 10 vol.
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 BACKLIST  PICTURE BOOKS  

49  sold to   bestseller   English extract available   award winner   also available   translation grant   royalty deals only   teacher's material

AGE

 14+

THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM
by Susan Kreller | 208 pages

AGE

 14+

HOME VIDEO | by Karin Kaçi 
& Jan Braren | 192 pages

 țCyber bullying – right up to 
the last, dramatic consequence

AGE

 14+

THE CENTER OF THE WORLD
by Andreas Steinhöfel | 480 pages

AGE

 14+

DIFFERENT
by Andreas Steinhöfel | 240 pages

SOLD TO Denmark, Greece, Italy, Korea, 
Lithuania, Slovenia, Taiwan & USA

SOLD TO Slovenia, Ukraine, USA, 
fi lm rights sold

SOLD TO Arab States, Catalania, 
Netherlands, Korea, LA, Spain, Turkey

A

ATAK
MARTHA
30.6 x 27.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț An artistic picture book that 
makes children aware of being 
attentive to nature

Sabina Altermatt 
& Mattea Gianotti (ill.)
I LIKE BEING ME
22.5 x 22.5 cm | 32 pages

 ț Finding the true self and ac-
cepting yourself how you are! 

B

Rotraut Susanne Berner
THE PARCEL
10 x 10 cm | 24 pages

 ț Format can be enlarged!

Rotraut Susanne Berner
PIC PIC PICNIC
20.6 x 20.6 cm | 32 pages

SOLD TO China & Korea

SOLD TO China & Taiwan

SOLD TO China SOLD TO China, France & Taiwan

Ayse Bosse
& Andreas Klammt (ill.)
BECAUSE I MISS YOU SO
21.5 x 25.5 cm | 64 pages

 ț Helps children to cope with 
sadness & death

 ț A combination of picture book, 
diary and activity book 

Jutta Bauer (together with 
Katja Spitzer)
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
20.6 x 27.6 cm | 112 pages

 ț A collection of illustrations by 
60 illustrators

Jutta Bauer
THE KING’S MESSENGER
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

Jutta Bauer
LEMONADE
18.1 x 19.1 cm | 32 pages

SOLD TO China & Taiwan SOLD TO Italy

SOLD TO China & Spain SOLD TO China
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Jutta Bauer
WHEN I GO TO SLEEP AT NIGHT
14.7 x 12.4 cm | 24 pages 

SaBine Büchner
FOREVER SEVEN
21.6 x 21.7 cm | 32 pages

E

Peter Engel
BY BIKE TO GRANDPA
22.1 x 27.5 cm | 32 pages 

F

Cornelia Funke & Susanne Göhlich 
(ill.)
FABER’S TREASURE
21.6 x 27.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț Foreignness becomes 
friendship

SOLD TO China

SOLD TO Sweden, Romania & Turkey

G

Katja Gehrmann
GOOSE, THE BEAR
21.5 x 29.1 cm | 48 pages

Katja Gehrmann
MAXI
19,5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages 

Stefan Gemmel & Cornelia Haas 
(ill.)
HOW TO CHASE AWAY GHOSTS
22.5 x 22.6 cm | 40 pages, 

 ț An amusing book about get-
ting rid of fears 

Susanne Göhlich
ALFONS – FULL SPEED AHEAD!
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

SOLD INTO English, Chinese, 
Portuguese, Spanish

SOLD TO China

SOLD INTO Spanish (worldwide)
& Catalan

 
Christian Gutendorf
A CROCODILE HAS HICCUPS
25 x 25 cm | 44 pages 

 ț From now on every hiccup 
will be fun!

H

Jörg Hilbert
THE SNOWMAN’S CHILD
28.5 x 23.6 cm | 48 pages 

Jörg Hilbert | THE SNOWMAN’S 
CHILD GOES TRAVELLING
28.5 x 23.6 cm | 48 pages

Anne Hofmann
OSMAN, THE FISHERMAN
22 x 29.1 cm | 32 pages 

 ț Atmospheric & surprising

SOLD TO Denmark SOLD TO China & Taiwan SOLD TO China SOLD INTO Portuguese & Turkish

series  | 2 vol.
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J

Günther Jacobs
I AM THE LITTLE BRAVE TIGER
22.5 x 22.5 cm | 32 pages 

 ț An imaginative story for dis-
pelling fears

K

Regina Kehn
HULLABALOO ON THE WAY TO 
THE LOO
26.6 x 24.8 cm | 40 pages 

 ț Perfect book for sleeping over 
at the grandparent’s

Regina Kehn
WE THREE, VERY BRAVE!
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

Ole Könnecke
BRAVO! BRAVO!
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages 

SOLD TO China, France & Italy

Ole Könnecke
THE BEAUTIFUL PRINCESS
10 x 10 cm | 24 pages 

 ț Format can be enlarged!

Isabel Kreitz
BUNNY IN THE PIT
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages 

Isabel Kreitz
THE STORE
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages 

 ț Two artistic picture books that work wordlessly, illustrated by award-
winning Isabel Kreitz, who is well-known for her graphic novels

Daniela Kunkel
THE LITTLE WE
22.5 x 22.5 cm | 40 pages 

 ț Helps children to settle a 
dispute

SOLD INTO Arabic, Chinese, Danish 
and Romanian

SOLD TO China SOLD TO China

L

Sebastian Loth
THE FOX THAT REFUSED TO BITE 
GEESE
25.2. x 25.2 cm | 32 pages, 

M

Anja Mikolajetz
THE HEART OF THE MONKEY
22.1 x 28.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț Based on a Burmese fairy tale

Hildegard Müller
THE BIG SMALL LION
28.6 x 20.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț Small, but clever!

Hildegard Müller
BEAR’S FRIENDS
30.1 x 21.6 cm | 32 pages

SOLD INTO Persian

SOLD TO China SOLD INTO Chinese, Turkey SOLD INTO Spanish (worldwide) 
& Catalan
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Hildegard Müller
AN APPLE FOR SANTA
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

Hildegard Müller
THE COWBOY
21 x 27 cm | 32 pages

 ț A book about being helpful 
and standing up

Thomas Müller
GETTING APPLE JUICE
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

Thomas Müller
THE BEST BOAT IN THE WORLD
21.6 x 27.6 cm | 32 pages

SOLD TO China SOLD INTO Danish, Dutch, 
English (US & Canada)

TRANSLATION English & French

SOLD TO China & Denmark

O

Manuela Olten
LITTLE HEARTS FOR MUM
20.1 x 34.2 cm | 32 pages

 ț Perfect book to accompany 
children, who can’t await the 
new sibling

Manuela Olten
MUM’S DRESS
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

Manuela Olten
I NEED TO DO A WEE
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

Manuela Olten
MONSTERS REALLY EXIST 
(RIGHT?)
23 x 25 cm | 32 pages

SOLD TO Denmark SOLD TO China, Denmark & Korea SOLD TO China & Sweden

SOLD TO Denmark & Sweden

P

Isabel Pin
PAPPA ROBBER
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages

S

Axel Scheffler
FATHER SQUIRREL IS FALLING 
DOWN THE TREE
10 x 10 cm | 24 pages 

 ț Format can be enlarged!

 ț The only book that Axel 
Scheffl er both wrote and 
illustrated!

Franziska Seyboldt & Antje Dre-
scher (ill.)
THEO KNOW WHAT HE WANTS
25.5 x 27.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț Learning to say no is an im-
portant step in growing up

André Sedlaczek
WHEN THE GROUNDHOG 
WHISTLES
17 x 20 cm | 32 pages

 ț Being helpful & friendly, over-
coming prejudices

SOLD TO Italy & Turkey SOLD TO Denmark, Greece & Taiwan
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André Sedlaczek
THE SEAGULL AND THE MOUFFON
17 x 20 cm | 32 pages

Katrin Stangl
STRONG AS A BEAR
20.5 x 27 cm | 32 pages
 

T

Anna Taube
BECAUSE IT’S CARL, THE CAT’S 
BIRTHDAY
21.5 x 25.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț For everyone who’s celebra-
ting their birthday!

Karsten Teich
HAVE YOU EVER IMAGINED…
21.5 x 15.6 cm | 64 pages 

 ț Join fox and goose on a philo-
sophical journey

SOLD INTO Czech, English worldwide, 
French, Italian, Korean, Swedish

Karsten Teich
together with Heinz Janisch (au.)
THE BEST PIRATE EVER
10 x 10 cm | 24 pages 

 ț Format can be enlarged!

Karsten Teich
WE ARE CLASS 1 A!
25.5 x 19.6 cm | 40 pages 

 ț A perfect gift for the fi rst day 
at school

W

Henrike Wilson
FIFFIKUS – THE CHEEKY RASCAL
27.5 x 25.6 cm | 32 pages

 ț It’s so much fun discovering 
the world!

SOLD INTO Albanian, Chinese, French, 
Macedonian, Polish, Romanian, 
Spanish (LA)

SOLD INTO Portuguese & Turkish

The big small Ones

I WOULD LIKE TO BE... KNIGHT OTTO AND HIS MOUNT I LIKE... UP AND DOWN

SOLD TO LA

Various authors
all volumes 98 pages

Format can be enlarged!WHO IS GOING TO TELL ME GOOD NIGHT, FINALLY?
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Picture books for a GOOD NIGHT

THE SHEEP
by Flix
19.5 x 23.6 cm | 32 pages 

HURRY TO BED
by Manuela Olten
22.4 x 27.1 cm | 32 pages

GOOD NIGHT, CAROLA 
by Kurt Krömer, Jakob Hein
& Manuela Olten
26.5 x 24.7 cm | 32 pages

BEDTIME FOR THE BEARS
by Frantz Wittkamp
23.5 x 27 cm | 22 pages

SOLD TO Denmark

SOLD INTO Spanish & Catalan

 

BED-MAN CAN’T SLEEP
by Hartmut El Kurdi & 
Marine Ludin
26.5 x 21.6 cm | 48 pages 

HALFMOON FULLMOON
20 x 23 cm | 20 pages
die-cuts and spieholes 

THE BIG BOOK OF HOW 
TO FALL ASLEEP
12.2 x 15.7 cm | 144 pages

THE FALL-ASLEEP BOOK
15 x 15 cm | 24 pages

SOLD TO Denmark & Spain

Picture book series

CONNI
by Liane Schneider, 
Julia Boehme, 
Dagmar Hoßfeld
illustrated by 
Eva Wenzel-Büger, 
Annette Steinhauer,
Janina Görrissen, 
Herdis Albrecht & 
Dorothea Tust

We look forward to 
providing you 

with an overview!

NEW Conni CONNI has become an independent character
that girls and boys love for her straightforward-
ness and cuteness. Conni accompanies children 
in important moments in life: the fi rst day in 
kindergarten or at school, their fi rst visit at the 
dentist, the fi rst sleeping-over etc. She is  sym -
pathetic, down to earth and not a "princess" 
type of girl.

Several board books, beautiful anthologies and 
lots of activity books accompany the CONNI 
series. When children grow up, they can proceed 
with the CONNI novel series aimed at 7+, 10+ 
and even 12+.

series

Picture book series

NEW ConniNEW Conni

AGE

 3+
AGE

 7+

AGE

 10+

BESTSELLER

THE CONNI SERIES 
HAS BEEN SOLD TO

Albania, China, Denmark, 
France, Greece, Hungary, 
Latvia, The Netherlands, 
Poland, Portugal, Slovak Rep., 
Turkey and Ukraine
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The NULLI & PRIESEMUT series 
is about the importance of friendship 
and of accepting differences.

The VORLESEMAUS series is perfect to read out loud to 
children. It’s not really a picture book series anymore, but has 
got enough delight ful illustrations to look at while someone’s 
reading the stories… Each volume consists of 5 – 7 short stories. 

We look forward to 
providing you 

with an overview!

We look forward to
providing you 

with an overview!

We look  forward to 
providing you 

with an overview!

MAX
by Christian Tielmann 
& Sabine Kraushaar (ill.)

NULLI & PRIESEMUT
by Matthias Sodtke
17 x 20 cm | 32 pages

VORLESEMAUS
by various authors
19.2 x 21.6 cm | 32 pages

The MAX series is available both as hardcover (32 pages, 
20 x 26.5 cm) and as softcover (24 pages, 19.2 x 19.2 cm). 
Max teaches children daily routines and he is close to their 
experiences and concerns. The series suits perfectly to 
the CONNI series, which is rather designed for girls.

The picture book series is accompanied by board books, 
activity books and anthologies. For 7+ readers there is 
also a novel series available. 

JULE series 
by Anna Wagenhoff & Sigrid Leberer (ill.)
19.2 x 19.2 cm | 24 pages

The JULE series focuses on all kinds of emotions, feelings 
and fears. The aim of the stories is to make kids stronger, more 
self-confi dent and to teach them to express their feelings. Above 
that, they invite parents and children to talk about concerns 
and to fi nd a solution. 

series  | 10 vol.series

series  | 19 vol. series  | 11 vol.

BESTSELLER

THE MAX SERIES 
HAS BEEN SOLD TO

Albania, China, Denmark, 
France, Hungary, Poland, 
Slovak Rep., Turkey

BESTSELLER

SOLD INTO
Chinese, Danish, Korean, 
Spanish

THE JULE SERIES 
HAS BEEN SOLD TO
China & Turkey
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LEONIE series
18 x 18 cm | 12 pages

JAKOB series
18 x 18 cm | 12 pages

The JAKOB series focuses on the daily 
routines of toddlers. Besides the regular 
volumes a story book is available.

AND THEN? series
20 x 23 cm | 28 pages with flaps

 țA new concept that turns little readers 
into active participants!

SOLD INTO Arabic, Chinese & Persian

LOOKING AT PICTURES & LEARNING 
NEW WORDS series
14 x 14 cm | 16 pages

FIVE FRIENDS IN KINDERGARTEN series
15 x 15 cm | 16 pages | with flaps

MY FIRST COLORED PICTURE WORD 
BOOK series
18 x 18 cm | 12 pages | with flaps

KINDERGARTEN IS FUN!
23.5 x 27 cm | 14 pages 

OLLI THE EASTERBUNNY
12 x 12cm | 12 pages | with spyholes

THE WAITING FOR CHRISTMAS
18 x 18 cm | 12 pages | with flaps

We look forward to 

providing you with an overview!

series  | 8 vol.

series  | 6 vol. series  | 6 vol.

series  | 4 vol.

series  | 5 vol.

series  | 16 vol.

series  | 14 vol.
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MY SEARCH-AND-FIND BOOK FOR 
THE CHRISTMAS SEASON
23 x 30 cm | 16 pages with flaps

FAMILY MEIER series
23 x 30 cm | 16 pages with flaps

LOOKING FOR THINGS WITH 
CONNI AND JAKOB
23 x 30 cm | 14/16 pages 

SOLD TO Russia

MY FUNNY SEARCH-AND-FIND-BOOK 
WITH THE LITTLE DOG
20 x 23 cm | 26 pages 

series  | 4 vol.

series  | 7 vol.

series  | 2 vol.

EMMA series | by Jutta Bauer
15 x 15 cm | 16 pages

also available: 
EMMA LEPORELLO 
with 70 pagesSOLD TO China, Italy and Spain
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AGE

3+

PIXI KREATIV 
10.7 x 15.4 cm | 24 pages

If you are looking for an activity book 
series, that should be sold inexpensively, 
PIXI KREATIV is perfect for you. The books 
are great for travels and lovely gifts. 

AGE

3−7

I CAN DO … series
b/w | 24 pages

The I CAN DO… series consists of 8 acti-
vity books that invite children to stamp, 
snip, paint, blot and blend! 

AGE

5+

THE BOLD SCRIBBLE BOOK
b/w | 144 pages

Immerse yourself into the most twisted 
mazes and chase monsters with a hand 
full of colours and a head full of ideas!

SOLD TO Romania SOLD TO Poland

-

AGE

5+

CRAZY MAZES
4c | 48 pages | with stickers 

AGE

5+

DRAWING, LEARNING, RIDDLING series
4c | 24 pages | with stickers

AGE

5+

MY COLORING AND IDENTIFICATION BOOKS
4c | 24 pages

We look forward to providing you with a complete list!

series  | 8 vol.

series  | 4 vol. series  | 4 vol.

series  | 100 + vol.
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AGE

5+

CONTINUE TO DRAW
b/w | 32 pages

There's a funny illustrated story on every 
double page, and a matching picture to 
fi nish drawing yourself. The popular 
concept of "continued drawing" in a com-
pletely different form!

AGE

5+

DISCOVER THE WORLD – DRAWING BOOKS 
4c | 24 pages | with stickers

 țThese series combine non-fi ction and 
activity fun!

AGE

7+

THE BOOK OF GAMES
b/w | 160 pages

126 games for playing both inside and 
outside

SOLD TO Denmark SOLD TO Turkey

AGE

7+

MY COOL SOCCER PAD
96 pages

AGE

7+

MY PAINTING WORKSHOP
4c | 48 pages

 țLearning techniques step by step

 țArtistic insides

AGE

4+

DOT DOT COMMA DASH 
b/w illustrations | 64 pages

SOLD TO Portugal SOLD TO Turkey

series  | 8 vol.series  | 2 vol.

series  | 4 vol.
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AGE

2+

LISTEN UP SOUND BOOK series (small)
18 x 18 cm | 16 pages
in addition a leporello with 10 pages

AGE

3+

LISTEN UP SOUND BOOK series (big)
25 x 27 cm | 16 pages

The LISTEN UP series consist of 3 different kind of formats: a small format (18x18 cm) 
aimed at 2+ and a big format (25 x 27 cm) aimed at 3+. You can determine whether your 
series is going to be published with or without sound effects!

LESEMAUS series
19.2. x 19.2 cm | 24 pages 

The LESEMAUS series is Carlsen’s most suc-
cessful non fi ction series. LESEMAUS books 
focus on technique, nature, professions, 
history, different cultures, adventures and 
the world of kids in general. 

So far we have sold more than 1 million 
copies. Besides the regular volumes 
we offer a couple of anthologies.

SOLD TO Denmark & China
SOLD TO China, Denmark, France, Poland 
and Turkey 

AGE

4–9

LEYO! series
different formats | 16 pages

LEYO! Books come to life by downloading 
the Leyo!-app: analog meets digital! Any-
way, determine whether you publish the 
books with or without the AR function – all 
books work also perfectly well as proper 
board books.

AGE

6+

PIXI WISSEN series
10.7 x 15.5 cm | 32 pages

CARLSEN’S PIXI WISSEN series is Germany’s 
most popular non fi ction mini book series. 
More than 100 volumes are available. Each 
volume is written together with an expert. 
Although the books are short, they are well 
explained and kids love to collect them. It’s 
up to you, if you enlarge the format!

AGE

4+

DISCOVER THE WORLD MINI BOOK series 
10 x10 cm | 24 pages

The DISCOVER series is part of the regular 
PIXI series. Determine to enlarge the format 
or to create your own anthology!
The DISCOVER THE WORLD series is accom-
panied by 8 activity books with stickers. 
Take a look at them on page 59 of our 
backlist.

SOLD INTO Chinese (China & Taiwan), English
and Spanish

SOLD TO China, Hungary, Indonesia, LA, Poland 
and Romania

SOLD TO Albania, China, Denmark, 
LA & Macedonia

We look forward to 

providing you 

with a comlete list

series  | 4 vol.

series  | 18 vol.

series  | 14 vol.

series  | 16 + vol.

series  | 100+ vol.

series  | 100+ vol.

We look forward to provide you with a complete list!

Format 
can be 

enlarged
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---

AGE

4+

THE BIG BOOK OF YOUR BODY
by Dietrich Grönemeyer & Martina Theisen (ill.)
25 x 27 cm | 16 pages | board book with flaps

AGE

3+

ERWIN & ROSI HEALTH series
by Dietrich Grönemeyer & Martina Theisen (ill.)
15.7 x 15.7 cm | 24 pages
 

SOLD TO Denmark SOLD TO Romania

AGE

4–7

MY BIG LOOK-AND-FIND WORD 
BOOK series
19 x 26.7 cm | 64 pages

AGE

4+

HOW TO BUILD series
20.5 x 24.5 cm | 32 pages

AGE

5+

MY BIG BOOK OF PROFESSIONS
by Ralf Butschkow
19 x 24 cm | 164 pages

SOLD TO Denmark & Korea

SOLD INTO Czech & Russian

AGE

8+

KIND OF A NICE LIFE
by Kirsten Boie & Jutta Bauer (ill.)
17.7 x 20.6 cm | 32 pages

 țA homeless man explains children his life 
and how it happened that he has become 
homeless.

AGE

5+

WHEN PEOPLE FLEE
13 x 18.5 cm | 32 pages

 țExplains the refugee crisis 
to children

SOLD TO Spain

series  | 2 vol.

series  | 4 vol.

series  | 10 vol.
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Valentina Feist
ROYAL series
about 400 pages

Looking for the right one: The girl who 
wins the heart of the prince becomes 
queen. But this time the prince wants to 
find a girl who really loves him – as a 
man and not just as a prince. So he hides 
his identity.

Jennifer Alice Jager
WITCHES OF NORWAY series
about 320 pages

21-year-old Arts student Elis is heart-
broken – her fiancé broke up with her 
after finding out about her secret: she is 
a witch. Not a very good one. Her parents 
decide to send her to Norway, where 
witch relatives are living. Elis is sup posed 
to learn to control her powers. In the 
very rural landscape, she encounters a 
snobbish female cousin and aunt, but also 
a good-looking male cousin as well as his 
little sister who are just lovely. Also, she 
gets to know Stian who is a member of 
the adverse clan of witches. And of course 
he is very mysterious and he is just  
gorgeous. A sudden leap in time draws 
her closer to the secrets of the clans … 

Laura Kneidl
LIGHT & DARKNESS
400 pages

It is no secret that vampires, fairies and 
other paranormal creatures exist. But  
for them it is strictly forbidden to walk  
in public unaccompanied. Against all 
rules, the warm-hearted heroine Light 
was chosen to accompany the rebellious 
demon Dante and soon she has to ask 
herself, if she'd not better protect herself.

SOLD TO Poland

Laura Kneidl | WATER & AIR
464 pages

 țHaunting and romantic

 țUnique settings in a dystopian world

Kathrin Knoll
ELF BLOSSOM series
about 300 pages

 țContemporary, romantic love fiction

Carina Mueller
MOONLIT NIGHTS trilogy
about 300 pages

 țWerewolves and teenage love

SOLD TO Romania

series  | 6 vol. series  | 3 vol.

series  | 3 vol.series  | 5 vol.
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Kai Meyer | ARKADIA 
about 400 pages

" Meyer's greatest strength, aside from his 
original character portrayals, are the pic-
tures he evokes in every reader's mind of 
panoramic settings rich in atmosphere." 
Die Welt 

" One of the most gifted German storytel-
lers." Der Spiegel 

" Kai Meyer, a bestseller in his native 
Germany, is poised for big success in the 
English-language market [...]." 
The Guardian

Sandra Regnier | PAN
400 pages

Felicity Morgan is not exactly what the 
world of the Elves would have imagined, 
according to their prophesied savior. 
She’s eighteen, still wears braces, has no 
fashion sense and never seems to get 
enough sleep. Leander FitzMor is the new 
novelty act at Felicity’s school and is 
possibly by far the best-looking guy in 
London. Thank God, as she doesn’t fall for 
arrogant womanizers. However, Leander 
looks at her sometimes, as if he could 
read her mind. But the worst part of it all 
is that he just does not want to leave 
her side …

Nica Stevens
THE GUARDIAN OF THE FIVE LIVES
288 pages

A summer in the wilderness, that changes 
everything … The 17 years old Vivien 
spends all of her summers with her father 
in a national park in Canada. And then 
she meets the attractive Liam, her best 
friend from kindergarten, and nothing 
remains the same. Without any explana-
tions, Liams behaves in a reserved and 
cold manner. As she discovers acciden-
tally a brand on his back, he completely 
turns his back on her. Vivien decides to 
unveil his secret …

SOLD INTO Arabic, Czech, English 
worldwide and Slovakian

SOLD TO Hungary, Czech Rep., 
Poland, Romania & Russia SOLD TO Romania

Jennifer Wolf
SEASONS series
about 300 pages

" In my opinion one of the most beautiful 
books of the year." Reader on lovelybooks.de

Jennifer Wolf
NO RETURN series
about 230 pages

 țRomantic boys' love with 
a rockstar-setting

Stefanie Hasse
BOOK ELEMENTS trilogy
about 240 pages

Never fall in love with a novel character.
They might become real!

series  | 3 vol.series  | 2 vol.

series  | 3 vol. series  | 3 vol. + Sequel

series  | 4 vol.
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